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Abstract. Neutrinos with energies above 1017 eV are detectable with the Surface Detec-
tor Array of the Pierre Auger Observatory. The identi�cation is e�ciently performed for
neutrinos of all avors interacting in the atmosphere at large zenith angles, as well as
for Earth-skimming � neutrinos with nearly tangential trajectories relative to the Earth.
No neutrino candidates were found in� 14:7 years of data taken up to 31 August 2018.
This leads to restrictive upper bounds on their ux. The 90% C.L. single-avor limit to
the di�use ux of ultra-high-energy neutrinos with an E � 2

� spectrum in the energy range
1:0� 1017 eV� 2:5� 1019 eV is E 2dN � =dE � < 4:4� 10� 9 GeV cm� 2 s� 1 sr� 1, placing strong
constraints on several models of neutrino production at EeV energies and on the properties
of the sources of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays.

Keywords: Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays and neutrinos, extensive air showers, surface de-
tector arrays, Pierre Auger Observatory
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1 Introduction

The origin, nature and production mechanisms of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs)
with energies above 1018 eV are some of the long-standing questions in astroparticle physics
[1{3]. The discovery of a large-scale dipolar anisotropy in the arrival directions of UHECRs
at energiesE > 8 � 1018 eV indicates that above this threshold they have an extragalactic
origin [4]. The amplitude of the dipole increases steadily with energy above 4� 1018 eV
[5]. Indications of anisotropy of UHECRs on intermediate angular scales were also reported
recently [6]. The pattern of UHECR arrival directions for energies above 4� 1019 eV is
matched by a model in which about 10 % of them arrive from directions that are clustered
around bright, nearby galaxies. An isotropic arrival direction distribution of UHECRs was
disfavored at 4.0 and 2.7� by comparing the pattern of arrival directions with ux models
based on the local distribution of starburst galaxies and -AGN, respectively.

Measurements of the UHECR spectrum have revealed a strong suppression of the ux at
energies above� 4� 1019 eV with respect to that extrapolated from lower energies [7, 8]. The
position of the break is compatible with that expected from the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin
(GZK) e�ect [9], namely the attenuation of the ux of UHECRs due to interactions with
the Cosmic-Microwave Background (CMB) radiation. While the position of the break is
compatible with both proton and heavier primaries, data collected with the uorescence
technique at the Pierre Auger Observatory indicate that the composition is getting heavier
than protons as the energy increases beyond 2 EeV [10]. Models in which medium to heavy
nuclei are photodisintegrated while traveling through the Universe [11] cannot be excluded.
It is also possible that the suppression is due to a combination of the maximum energy
to which sources can accelerate particles and the interactions of the primaries with the
background �elds [12]. The determination of the composition of the UHECRs [10, 13] is key
to distinguishing between these scenarios since they predict di�erent fractions of primaries
heavier than protons as energy increases [12].

All models of UHECR production predict UHE neutrinos as a result of the decay of
charged pions generated in interactions of UHECRs within the sources themselves (\astro-
physical" neutrinos), and/or in their propagation through background radiation �elds (\cos-
mogenic" neutrinos) [14]. However, the predicted uxes have large uncertainties, depend-
ing strongly on the spatial distribution and redshift ( z) evolution of the unknown UHECR
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sources, on the transport model of UHECR assumed, as well as on the spectral features of
UHECRs at production [15{17]. Moreover, if UHECRs are heavy nuclei, the UHE neutrino
yield is expected to be strongly suppressed [18, 19]. In this respect the (lack of) observation
of UHE neutrinos would provide constraints on the dominant scenario of UHECR produc-
tion [20] as well as on the evolution with z of their sources, both of which can help in their
identi�cation [15, 21]. The fact that neutrinos travel una�ected by magnetic �elds and unat-
tenuated implies that EeV neutrinos may be the only direct probe of the sources of UHECRs
at distances farther than � 100 Mpc.

Astrophysical neutrinos have been observed by the IceCube experiment. Nearly a hun-
dred neutrino events in the energy range� 100 TeV and a few PeV have been detected
representing a 5:6 � excess with respect to atmospheric backgrounds [22]. These include four
neutrinos of energies above 1015 eV [22, 23]. Most remarkable is the recent detection of a
� 3� 1014 eV neutrino event (IceCube-170922A) in spatial coincidence with the blazar TXS
0506+056 [24] and in temporal coincidence with a are of gamma rays detected by the Fermi
satellite from the same source. Also, an excess of neutrino events from the position of the
blazar was found in the TeV energy range prior to the IceCube event [25]. Unfortunately,
and despite the variety of techniques being used [26, 27], neutrinos have escaped detection by
existing experiments in the EeV energy range [28{31], i.e. about three orders of magnitude
above the most energetic neutrinos detected in IceCube.

In this work, we report on the search for UHE neutrinos in data taken with the Surface
Detector Array (SD) of the Pierre Auger Observatory [32]. A blind scan of data from 1
January 2004 up to 31 August 2018 has yielded no neutrino candidates. This corresponds to
� 9:7 equivalent years of operation of a complete SD, or� 14:7 years of lifetime (because
the array was not fully deployed until 2008) representing an increase of 5:2 years of lifetime,
operated with a complete SD, over previous searches [28]. The non-observation of neutrino
candidates allows us to place stringent constraints on the di�use ux of UHE neutrinos with
relevant implications for the origin of the UHECRs. In this paper, we report upper limits to
the di�use ux of UHE neutrinos. Corresponding limits to the neutrino ux from point-like
sources as a function of declination are the subject of a separate paper [33].

2 Searching for UHE neutrinos in Auger data

The Pierre Auger Observatory [32] is located in the province of Mendoza, Argentina, at
a mean altitude of 1400 m above sea level (� 880 g cm� 2 of vertical atmospheric column
density). It was primarily designed to measure extensive air showers (EAS) induced by
UHECRs, and has been running and taking data since its construction started in 2004.
For that purpose a surface detector (SD) [32, 34] samples the front of shower particles at
the ground level with an array of water-Cherenkov detectors (\stations"). Each SD station
contains 12 tonnes of water viewed by three nine-inch photomultiplier tubes. The signals
produced by the passage of shower particles through the SD stations are recorded as time
traces in 25 ns intervals. 1660 SD stations have been deployed over an area of� 3000 km2

arranged in a hexagonal pattern with 1.5 km spacing.
Although the primary goal of the SD of Auger is to detect UHECRs, it can also identify

ultra-high-energy (UHE) neutrinos. Neutrinos of all avors can interact in the atmosphere
through charged (CC) or neutral current (NC) interactions and induce a \downward-going"
(DG) shower that can be detected [35]. The probability of interacting per unit column density
traversed is essentially independent of the atmospheric depth. In addition,� neutrinos (� � )
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can undergo CC interactions and produce a� lepton in the earth crust. The � lepton leaves
the earth and decays in the atmosphere, inducing an \Earth-skimming" (ES) upward-going
shower [36]. Tau neutrinos are not expected to be copiously produced at the astrophysical
sources, but as a result of neutrino oscillations over cosmological distances, approximately
equal uxes for each neutrino avour should reach the earth [37{39].

Neutrino-induced showers must be identi�ed in Auger data in the background of showers
initiated by UHECRs (protons and/or nuclei). The identi�cation is based on a simple idea:
highly-inclined (zenith angle � > 60� ), ES and DG neutrino-induced showers initiated deep
in the atmosphere near the ground level have a signi�cant electromagnetic component when
they reach the SD array, producing signals that are spread over time in several of the triggered
SD stations. In contrast, inclined showers initiated by standard UHECRs are dominated by
muons at the ground level, inducing signals in the SD stations that have characteristic large
peaks associated with individual muons which are spread over smaller time intervals. Thanks
to the fast sampling (25 ns) of the SD digital electronics, several observables that are sensitive
to the time structure of the signal can be used to discriminate between these two types of
showers. Auger data are searched for UHE neutrino candidates in both the DG and ES
analyses, in the zenith angle ranges 60� < � < 90� and 90� < � < 95� respectively.

2.1 General search strategy

The search strategy consists in selecting showers that arrive at the SD array in the inclined
directions and identifying those that exhibit a broad time structure in the signals induced
in the SD stations. Such signals are indicative of an early stage of development of the
shower, a signature of the shower developing close to the ground. To de�ne the selection
algorithms and optimize the numerical values of the cuts needed to identify neutrino-induced
showers we follow a blind analysis procedure. A fraction of� 15 % of the whole data sample
(from 1 January 2004 up to 31 August 2018), along with Monte Carlo simulations of UHE
neutrinos, is dedicated to de�ne the selection algorithms, the most e�cient observables for
neutrino identi�cation, and the value of the cuts. This \training" data set is assumed to be
constituted of background UHECR-induced showers. The remaining fraction of data (\search
data") is \unblinded" to search for neutrino candidates but only after the selection procedure
is established.

The selection of inclined showers is tailored to the di�erent zenith angle ranges where the
search is performed, namely DG and ES. Since standard angular reconstruction techniques
have larger uncertainties for nearly horizontal events [40, 41], another strategy to select
inclined events has been followed. For purely geometrical reasons, in inclined events the
pattern of the triggered SD stations typically exhibits an elliptical shape on the ground
with the major axis of the ellipse along the azimuthal arrival direction. These patterns can
be characterized by a lengthL (major axis) and a width W (minor axis). Inclined events
typically exhibit large values of L=W , and an appropriate cut in L=W is therefore an e�cient
selector of inclined events [42{44]. Another indication of the arrival direction of the event is
given by the average (apparent) speedhV i of the trigger time from one station to another.
This is calculated from the projected distance between pairs of stations along the major
axis of the ellipse and the trigger times, and it is averaged over all pairs of stations in the
event. In vertical showershV i exceeds the speed of light since all triggers occur at roughly
the same time, while in very inclined eventshV i is close to the speed of light. In addition,
the Root-Mean-Square (RMS(V )) of the apparent speed (as obtained from the values ofV
using di�erent pairs of stations) is typically below � 25% ofhV i [42{44].
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For the purpose of identifying those inclined events that interact deep in the atmosphere,
several observables that contain information on the spread in time in the SD stations can be
extracted from the time traces. Among them the Area-over-Peak1 (AoP) has been shown to
serve as an e�cient observable to discriminate broad from narrow shower fronts [28]. Inclined
background showers of hadronic origin, in which the muons arrive at the SD stations in a
short time interval, exhibit AoP values close to one by de�nition corresponding to the average
AoP of single vertical muons used for calibration. In contrast in neutrino-induced showers
the values of AoP are typically larger. This can be seen in Fig. 1 where we show examples of
traces of stations belonging to a vertical and an inclined event detected with the SD of Auger,
as well as the trace of a station in a neutrino-induced simulated event. The optimization of
the algorithms based on AoP and related observables to identify deeply-initiated showers is
done separately in each angular range as described briey in the following and in more detail
in [28].

2.2 Earth-skimming (ES) neutrinos

The algorithms to reconstruct the zenith angle of arrival of the primary particles in Auger
[40] have been designed for showers that have an impact point within the array. However,
a � � -induced ES shower travels nearly parallel to the earth's surface, in a slightly upward
direction, and its core does not intersect the ground. The shower particles deviate laterally
from the axis and can reach the ground triggering the SD stations. For this reason, the
selection of inclined ES showers is just based on the properties of the signal pattern obtained
with the triggered SD stations and the apparent propagation speed of the signal at ground
level. Above the energy threshold of the SD (around 1017 eV), � leptons are e�ciently
produced only at zenith angles between� = 90 � and � = 95 � [45, 46]. Moreover, from Monte
Carlo simulations of � -lepton-induced showers we have determined that the trigger e�ciency
of the SD decreases rapidly above� � 95� . For these reasons, we place restrictive cuts to
select quasi-horizontal showers with highly elongated signal patterns, namely,L=W > 5 and
hV i 2 [0:29; 0:31] m ns� 1 with RMS( V ) < 0:08 m ns� 1 (see also Table I in [28]). In the ES
analysis the search is performed in all events with at least 3 triggered stationsNstat � 3.

For data prior to 31 May 2010, the neutrino identi�cation variables included the fraction
of stations with Time-over-Threshold (ToT) [47] trigger 2 and having AoP> 1:4 [42, 43]. This
fraction is required to be above 60 % of the triggered stations in the event. For data beyond 1
June 2010, an improved selection is adopted using the average value of AoP (hAoPi ) over all
the triggered stations in the event as the only observable to discriminate between hadronic
showers and ES neutrinos. The value of the cut onhAoPi is �xed using the tail of the
distribution of hAoPi in real data, which is consistent with an exponential function. This tail
is �tted and extrapolated to �nd the value of hAoPi corresponding to less than 1 expected
background event per 50 yr on the full SD array (see [28] for full details).

Applying these criteria, a search for ES neutrino-induced showers is performed in the
Observatory data from 1 January 2004, when data taking started, up to 31 August 2018. No
neutrino candidates are identi�ed. In Fig. 2 we show the distribution of hAoPi for the whole
data period compared to that expected in Monte Carlo simulations of� � -induced ES showers,
along with the optimized value of the cut (hAoPi = 1 :83) above which an event would be

1The Area-over-Peak is de�ned as the ratio of the integral of the time trace to its peak value normalized
to the average signal produced by a single vertical muon.

2This is a type of trigger designed to select spread-in-time sequences of small signals in the time traces
[47].
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Figure 1 . FADC traces of stations at a distance of approximately 1 km to the shower core. From
top to bottom panel the station belongs to a vertical event, to an inclined event, and to a neutrino-
simulated event. The reconstructed energy (E) and zenith angle (� ) for the events, as well as the
simulated E and � of the neutrino-induced shower, are indicated in each panel. The value of the
Area-over-Peak (AoP) of each trace is also given.

regarded a neutrino candidate. After the inclined selection and the neutrino identi�cation
criteria, � 95% of the simulated neutrinos that induce triggers are kept. This proves that the
Pierre Auger Observatory is highly e�cient as a neutrino detector, with its sensitivity mostly
governed by its lifetime and the available target matter for neutrino interactions along the
earth's chord. The neutrino search is not limited by the background due to UHECR-induced
showers since this can be very e�ciently reduced as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 . Distribution of hAoPi after the Earth-skimming inclined selection. Black histogram:
full data set up to 31 August 2018 containing 25904 events. Red-shaded histogram: Monte Carlo
simulated ES � � events.

2.3 Downward-going (DG) neutrinos

For optimization purposes, the DG category of events is further subdivided into two sets for
Low (DGL) and High (DGH) zenith angles, between 60� < � < 75� [28, 48] and 75� < � < 90�

[44] respectively.
Since the core of DG showers always hits the ground, standard angular reconstruction

techniques [40] can be used to obtain an estimate of the zenith angle of the shower. However,
these techniques have larger uncertainties for nearly horizontal events [40, 41]. For this reason
the primary observables for inclined selection in the DGH case are the ratioL=W of the signal
pattern of the shower at ground as well as the apparent average velocity of the signalhV i ,
in addition to a simple estimate of the zenith angle� rec [28, 41]. In the case of DGH showers
the cuts on the properties of the signal pattern areL=W > 3, hV i < 0:313 m ns� 1 and
RMS(V)/ hV i < 0:08, along with a further requirement on the estimated shower zenith angle
� rec > 75� (see Table I in [28]). In contrast, in the DGL case, corresponding to 60� < � < 75� ,
restrictions on the signal patterns have been found to be less e�cient in selecting inclined
events than � rec [48], and only an angular cut 58:5� < � rec � 76:5� is applied, including
some allowance to account for the resolution in the angular reconstruction of the simulated
neutrino events [48]. In both the DGH and DGL cases, at least 4 stations (Nstat � 4) are
required in the event.

For DG showers, we use a multivariate analysis (Fisher method [49]) combining several
observables that carry information on the time spread of the signals in the SD stations.
These observables are constructed from the AoP values of individual stations. This analysis
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is optimized with Monte Carlo simulations of UHE neutrinos and the training sample of real
data. Based on the information obtained from simulations the selection is further improved
when dividing the DGH category of events into three sets depending on the number of
triggered stations Nstat � 6, 7 � Nstat � 11 and Nstat � 12. Correspondingly for the DGL
category the division is in �ve sets depending on the reconstructed zenith angle 58:5� <
� rec � 61:5� ; 61:5� < � rec � 64:5� ; 64:5� < � rec � 67:5� ; 67:5� < � rec � 70:5� , and 70:5� <
� rec � 76:5� . A di�erent Fisher discrimination variable is constructed in each subcategory
and the cut value independently optimized.

In the DGH channel, the linear Fisher discriminants are constructed with ten variables
that exploit the fact that, due to the large inclination of the shower, the electromagnetic
component is less attenuated in the stations that are �rst hit by a deep inclined shower than
in those that are hit last [41, 44]. Using Monte Carlo simulations of� � induced showers with
� > 75� we have found that in the �rst few stations hit in the event the AoP values range
between 3 and 5, while AoP is typically � 1 in stations triggered later. Based on this we
have found good discrimination when constructing the Fisher discriminant with the AoP and
(AoP) 2 of the four stations that trigger �rst in each event, the product of the four AoPs, and
a global parameter of the event that is sensitive to the asymmetry between the average AoP
of the early stations and those triggering last in the event (see [28] for further details).

The selection of neutrino candidates in the zenith angle range DGL category is more
challenging because the electromagnetic component of UHECR-induced showers at the ground
increases as the zenith angle decreases, imposing a larger background to the searches for neu-
trinos. Based on the information from Monte Carlo simulations in this angular range, it has
been determined that out of all triggered stations of an event, the ones closest to the shower
core exhibit the highest discrimination power in terms of AoP. In fact, it has been found that
the �rst triggered stations can still contain some electromagnetic component for background
events and, for this reason, they are not used for discrimination purposes. The last ones,
even if they are triggered only by muons from a background cosmic-ray shower, can exhibit
large values of AoP because they are far from the core where muons are known to arrive
with a larger spread in time. The variables used in the Fisher discriminant analysis in the
DGL channel are the individual AoP of the four (�ve) stations closest to the core for events
with � rec � 67:5� (� rec > 67:5� ) and their product [28, 48]. Finally, in the DGL analysis it is
also required that at least 75 % of the triggered stations closest to the core have a ToT local
trigger [28, 48].

Once the Fisher discriminant F is de�ned, an optimized value for the cut is selected to
e�ciently separate neutrino candidates from regular hadronic showers for both the DGH and
DGL channels. The value is chosen performing an exponential �t to the Fisher distribution
of the training data, extrapolating it, and requiring less than 1 event per 50 yr on the full
SD array for each multiplicity sub-sample in the DGH channel, and 1 event per 20 yr in the
DGL channel [28, 48].

Applying these criteria, a search for DG neutrino-induced showers is performed in the
Observatory data since 1 January 2004 up to 31 August 2018. No neutrino candidates are
identi�ed in any of the three subcategories of DGH.

In Fig. 3, we show the distribution of the Fisher variable in the DGH subsample with
Nstat 2 [7; 11] for the whole data period compared to that expected in Monte Carlo simula-
tions of � -induced DGH showers, along with the optimized value of the cut above which an
event would be regarded a neutrino candidate. Of all the simulated inclined� events that
trigger the Observatory, a fraction between � 81 % and � 85 % (depending onNstat ) are
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kept after the cuts on the Fisher variable in the DGH analysis.

Figure 3 . Distribution of the Fisher variable after the downward (DGH) inclined event selection for
events with number of triggered stations between 7 and 11. Black histogram: full data set up to 31
August 2018 containing 33885 events. Blue-shaded histogram: Monte Carlo simulated� DGH events.

No candidates are found in any of the �ve DGL subcategories during the same period. As
an example, we show in Fig. 4 the distribution of the Fisher variable in the DGL subset with
� rec 2 (64:5� ; 67:5� ] and that obtained in Monte Carlo simulations of � -induced DGL showers
in the same zenith angle range. In this case, a fraction between� 51 % and � 77 % of the
simulated inclined � events that trigger are kept after applying the cuts on the Fisher variable,
with the fraction depending on the � rec range considered, the lowest fraction achieved at the
smallest values of� rec. The lower identi�cation e�ciency on average in the DGL selection
when compared to that in DGH, is due to the more stringent criteria in the angular bin
� 2 (58:5� ; 76:5� ] needed to reject the larger contamination from cosmic-ray induced showers.

3 Exposure

The non-observation of neutrino candidates can be converted into an upper limit to the
di�use ux of UHE neutrinos. For this purpose, the exposure of the SD of Auger needs
to be calculated for the period of data taking. This is done with Monte Carlo simulations
of neutrino-induced showers. The same selection and identi�cation criteria applied to the
data were also applied to the results of these simulations. The identi�cation e�ciencies for
each channel were obtained as the fraction of simulated events that trigger the Observatory
and pass the selection procedure and identi�cation cuts [44]. The results presented here can
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Figure 4 . Distribution of the Fisher variable after the downward (DGL) inclined event selection
for events with reconstructed zenith angle 64:5� < � � 67:5� . Black histogram: full data set up to 31
August 2018 containing 3948 events. Green-shaded histogram: Monte Carlo simulated� DGL events.

be obtained after solid angle integration of the directional exposure for point-like sources
addressed in [33].

For downward-going neutrinos, the detection e�ciency, " i;c , depends on neutrino avor
i = � e; � � ; � � , the type of interaction ( c =CC, NC), neutrino energy E � , zenith � and az-
imuth ' angles, the point of impact of the shower core on the ground, and the depth in the
atmosphereX measured along the shower axis at which the neutrino is forced to interact in
the simulations [28, 44]. The detection e�ciency also has some dependence on time because
the SD array grew steadily from 2004 up to 2008 when it was completed, and because the
fraction of working stations - typically above 95% - is changing continuously with time. For
downward-going neutrinos the calculation of the exposure involves folding the detection ef-
�ciencies with the area of the SD projected onto the direction perpendicular to the arrival
direction of the neutrino, and with the � interaction probability for a neutrino energy E �

at a depth X which also depends on the type of interaction (CC or NC). Integrating " over
the parameter space (�; '; X ), detector area, and time over the search period, yields the
exposure for avor i and channelc [28, 44],

Ei;c;DG (E � ) =
Z

A

Z

�

Z

'

Z

X

Z

t
cos� sin � " i;c � c

� m� 1
p dA d� d' dX dt: (3.1)

The term � c
� m� 1

p dX , with mp the mass of a proton, and� c
� the neutrino-nucleon cross-

section [50], represents the probability of neutrino-nucleon interactions along a depth dX (in
g cm� 2). An e�ective exposure can be obtained by summing over channels (CC and NC) and
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Figure 5 . Exposure of the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory (1 January 2004 - 31 August 2018) to
UHE neutrinos as a function of neutrino energy for each neutrino avor and for the sum of all avors
assuming a avor mixture of � e : � � : � � = 1 : 1 : 1. Also shown are the exposures to upward-going
Earth-skimming � � only and to the Downward-Going neutrinos of all avors including CC and NC
interactions.

neutrino avors, weighting each with the relative avor ratios (for instance weight 1 for each
avor corresponding to a 1:1:1 avor ratio at earth).

In the � � Earth-skimming channel, the calculation of the exposure is more involved.
The e�ciency "ES depends on the energy of the emerging� leptons E � , the position of the
signal pattern on the ground, on the zenith � and azimuth ' angles, and on the altitudehdec

of the decay point of the � above ground [43]. "ES is averaged over the decay channels of
the � with their corresponding branching ratios, that determine the amount of energy fed
into the shower. The detection e�ciency "ES is folded with the projected area of the SD,
with the di�erential probability pexit (E � ; �; E � ) = d pexit =dE � of a � emerging from the earth
with energy E � (given a neutrino with energy E � crossing an amount of earth determined by
the zenith angle � ), as well as with the di�erential probability pdec(E � ; �; h dec) = d pdec=dhdec

that the � decays at an altitude hdec [43]. An integration over the whole parameter space
(E � ; �; '; h dec), area, and time yields the exposure [28, 43]:

EES(E � ) =
Z

A

Z

�

Z

'

Z

E �

Z

hdec

Z

t
j cos� j sin � p exit pdec "ES dA d� d' dE � dhdec dt: (3.2)

The probability pexit (E � ; E � ; � ) is calculated using a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation of
� � propagation inside the earth [45] that includes� � interaction through CC (NC) channels
and sampling of the resulting � (� � ) energy, � energy loss, and� decay inside the earth
before emerging with� � regeneration following the decay [45, 46]. The probability of� decay
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after traveling a distance l = hdec=j cos� j can be obtained analytically pdec(E � ; �; h dec) =
(� decj cos� j) � 1 exp (� l=� dec) where � dec =  � c�0 = E � c�0=m� is the average� decay length
with m� ' 1:777 GeV the mass of the� lepton, and c�0 ' 86:93� 10� 6 m the lifetime of the
� multiplied by the speed of light c.

The total exposure, Etot , obtained assuming a avor mixture of � e : � � : � � = 1 : 1 : 1 is
plotted in Fig. 5. Also shown are the exposures for each neutrino avorEi with i = � e; � � ; � � ,
as well as the separate contribution to the exposure due to Earth-skimming� � alone and the
sum of all the exposures due to the three avors and two channels (CC & NC) contributing
to the downward-going neutrino category.

When comparing the di�erent neutrino avors, the � � dominates the contribution to
the total exposure mainly because of the enhanced sensitivity of the Earth-skimming channel
that stems from the denser target provided by the earth's crust for the ES� � to interact,
and the large range of� leptons at EeV energies (� 10 km at 1 EeV in rock [51]). The
contribution to the � � -avor exposure E� � due to downward-going � � is typically small, but
increases as the energy rises reaching a fraction of� 30 % of EES at E � = 1020 eV. This
can be seen in Fig. 5 by comparingE� � and EES. Next in importance is the exposure due
to electron neutrinos E� e (CC and NC interactions together) dominating over that due to
muon neutrinos E� � . This is partly due to the larger fraction of neutrino energy going into
the shower in � e CC interactions as compared to � � CC interactions, and partly due to
the larger electromagnetic content of the shower induced by the electron produced in the
� e CC interaction. When comparing the exposure for ES� � with the sum of all avors and
channels contributing to the downward-going exposure, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that the latter
dominates only above� 3 � 4 � 1019 eV. Above this energy the exposure to ES� � starts to
decrease due to the growing decay length of the emerging� leptons in air at these energies,
favouring decays at high altitude above the detector and reducing the probability that the
� -induced shower triggers the SD array.

4 Limits to di�use uxes

The total exposure Etot folded with a single-avor ux of UHE neutrinos per unit energy,
area A, solid angle 
 and time, � (E � ) = d 6N � =(dE � d
 d A dt) and integrated in energy
gives the expected number of events for that ux:

Nevt =
Z

E �

Etot (E � ) � (E � ) dE � : (4.1)

Assuming a di�erential neutrino ux � = k � E � 2
� , an upper limit to the value of k at 90%

C.L. is obtained as
k90 =

2:39
R

E �
E � 2

� Etot (E � ) dE �
; (4.2)

where 2:39 is the Feldman-Cousins factor [52] for non-observation of events in the absence of
expected background accounting for systematic uncertainties [28, 53]. The integrated limit
represents the value of the normalization of aE � 2

� di�erential neutrino ux needed to predict
� 2:39 expected events.

Several sources of systematic uncertainty have been considered in the calculation of
the exposure and limit. The uncertainty due to simulations includes the e�ects of using
several neutrino interaction generators, shower simulations, hadronic interaction models and
thinning level. These would modify the event rate for a � (E � ) / E � 2

� ux in Eq. (4.1)
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between � 3% and 4% with respect to the reference calculation of the exposure shown in
Fig. 5. The uncertainty due to di�erent models of � � cross-section and� energy-loss a�ects
mainly the ES channel with a corresponding range of variation of the event rate between
� 28% and 34%. The topography around the Observatory is not accounted for explicitly in
the calculation of the exposure and is instead taken as a systematic uncertainty that would
increase the event rate by an estimated� 20 % [42, 43]. The total uncertainty, obtained by
adding these bands in quadrature, ranges from� 28% to 39%, and is incorporated in the value
of the limit itself through a semi-Bayesian extension [53] of the Feldman-Cousins approach
[52].

The single-avor 90% C.L. integrated limit is:

k90 < 4:4 � 10� 9 GeV cm� 2 s� 1 sr� 1; (4.3)

or equivalently 1:4 EeV km� 2 yr � 1 sr� 1. It mostly applies in the energy interval 1017 eV �
2:5 � 1019 eV for which � 90 % of the total event rate is expected in the case of aE � 2

�
spectral ux. The relative contributions to the expected rate of events for a E � 2

� ux due to
the three neutrino avors and to the ES and DG channels are displayed in Table 1. For such
a spectral shape� neutrinos contribute to � 86 % of the total event rate, and in particular
ES neutrinos dominate the rate of � � events over the downward-going� � . The contribution
of � e and � � together is smaller than 15 % in this case.

Flavor Relative contribution

� e 0.10

� � 0.04

� � 0.86

Channel Relative contribution

Earth-skimming � � 0.79

Downward-going � e + � � + � � 0.21

Table 1 . Top of table: Relative contribution of the three neutrino avors to the event rate in Auger
due to a neutrino ux � � / E � 2

� . Bottom: Relative contribution to the rate in the Earth-skimming
(ES) and Downward-going (DG) channels.

The denominator of Eq. (4.2) can also be integrated in bins of neutrino energy of width
� E � , and a limit k̂90 can be obtained in each energy bin. This is displayed in Fig. 6 for
logarithmic energy intervals � log 10 E � = 0 :5. The di�erential limit is an e�ective way of
characterizing the energy dependence of the sensitivity of a neutrino experiment. For the
case of Auger it can be seen that the best sensitivity is achieved for energies around 1 EeV.

5 Constraints on the origin of UHECR

With the upper limit obtained with the Observatory, we can constrain several classes of
models of neutrino production in interactions of UHECR with the Cosmic-Microwave Back-
ground and Extragalactic-Background Light (EBL), often referred to as cosmogenic neutrino
models. The expected event rate in the Auger Observatory due to cosmogenic neutrinos
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